
  

Purchase and Adoption Agreement  

Name of Hamster:  _____________________ Receiving Party: 
Sire: _____________________ Name: _____________________ 
Dam: _____________________ Phone: _____________________ 
Birth date: _____________________ Email: _____________________ 
Date of adoption: _____________________   
   
The following are obligations agreed upon by both Poppy Bee Hamstery and the buyer/adopter for 
sale of the above-mentioned hamster.  

Poppy Bee Hamstery ensures to the best of our knowledge that the above hamster is in good 
health.  It is the buyer’s responsibility to inspect the hamster prior to taking it home.  All sales are 
final.  If for some unforeseen circumstance the hamster becomes ill or dies within 10 days of 
purchase, Poppy Bee Hamstery agrees to replace the hamster (the buyer will be placed at the top of 
our wait list if there are no hamsters available).  This guarantee does not apply if the above hamster 
was harmed due to neglect or negligence on the buyer’s part.  

The buyer agrees to provide an appropriately sized enclosure, with at least 600 square inches of 
unbroken floor space.  The buyer agrees to provide proper nutritional requirements; a base diet of 
lab blocks, supplemented with a seed mix, along with fresh vegetables and fruits.  Please refer to 
Poppy Bee Hamstery’s website for a list of appropriate lab block and seed mix brands, as well as 
safe and unsafe fruits and vegetables.  The buyer agrees to provide appropriate substrate bedding 
(only aspen wood shavings or unscented paper-based bedding are safe substrate for hamsters, 
pine or other soft-wooded can cause respiratory illness).  The buyer agrees to provide a 10 to 12-
inch diameter solid bottomed running wheel, and hamster-safe materials to chew on.    

By signing this contract, the buyer agrees not to breed the hamster.  If said hamster transfers 
ownership to another party, buyer agrees in good faith to extend the non-breeding contract to the 
third-party recipient.    

The buyer agrees to contact Poppy Bee Hamstery if they are no longer able to care for the hamster.  
Poppy Bee Hamstery cannot o er a refund for the hamster but will work with the buyer to find a new 
home, or alternatively, will accept a returned hamster on the condition that an appropriately sized 
enclosure is provided for it by the buyer.  

 
 

Selling Party Receiving Party 
Print: __________________________________ Print: __________________________________ 
Sign: __________________________________ Sign: __________________________________ 
Date: __________________________________ Date: __________________________________ 

  


